Results from Casa Reom Trust's Supporter Relations Survey – November, 2017
Q.1 Why do you support Casa Reom Trust?

I have a personal link with Casa Reom

I have the resources to help
I have gone through personal experiences
similar to those you are solving at Casa…
I am passionate about the work you do to
improve the livelihoods of street children
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Q2. How would you like to be involved in helping Casa Reom Trust?
Supporting a boy through prayer or
communication
Praying for the needs of the Trust and the
boys
Organising or taking part in fundraising
events
Helping with communications to
supporters
Visiting the project in Beira, Mozambique
Talks or speaking engagements on behalf
of the Trust
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Q3. How did you hear about Casa Reom Trust?

Via a church

Introduced to the organisation by friends
or someone I know

Via internet
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Q4. What appealed to you the most about the Trust when you first joined as supporter?
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The country and
It is a small charity Clear sense of what Clear sense of why Clear sense of how
location of the project
the organisation is
the organisation
the organisation is
doing
exists meeting the needs of
the boys

Q.5 Do you feel well informed about what is happening at Casa Reom and what the Trust does?

Yes
No

Q6. What type of information would you like to receive more of?
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Q7. On a scale of 1 to 10 from left to right, below, how would you rate Casa Reom Trust as a charity?
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To describe how Casa Reom Trust was doing well, supporters used the following catch phrases
caring, nurturing, education and training provision that leads to an independent lifestyle, hands on action,
support for children, financial support for buildings, just about the right amount of information communicated
and various types of support.
Respondents felt the Trust could do better in the following areas: could provide a lot more of the same
support to the boys if they had sufficient resources, keep supporters more informed about the boys through
regular life stories, improve communication between staff in Mozambique and Casa Reom Trustees so that
supporters can be given a true and complete picture of what is really going on at the Centre and the country
at large.
Hopefully, when existing supporters are kept well informed they can assist as ambassadors of both Casa
Reom Trust and the Centre in Mozambique leading to improved visibility and more funding.
Total number of respondents was 19.
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